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Su and Peter’s Douro River Trip

30 August to 6 September 2009

Sunday 30 August

We flew from London Gatwick to Porto where our taxi was waiting to take us to Vila Nova de

Gaia where the ship was moored.  Gaia (as it is called by the locals) is the town on the

southern side of the Douro river, opposite Porto, and the two are linked by the spectacular

Dom Luis 1 Bridge, designed by a pupil of Gustav Eiffel.  We arrived at the ship in the late

afternoon, a couple of hours before the welcome cocktail party.  It left us just enough time to

stroll down the quay to watch the locals enjoying their Sunday afternoon in the sunshine.

Interesting fact: Portugal is the only European country apart from Ireland to use the same

time as the UK.  Very convenient.

The ship was large – taking 120 passengers when full.  There were 106 on our trip.  The top

deck was entirely clear and used as the sun deck.  The two decks below had cabins, and the

lounge bar – big enough to seat everyone at one time.  The lower deck had the restaurant

(also big enough to seat everyone at one time), the kitchen and staff accommodation.  The

cabins were spotless and apart from Mum’s key card playing up (and ultimately failing) gave

us no trouble.  We had floor to ceiling french windows and a small balcony, being on the

upper cabin level.  The only possible irritation was the morning and evening maid service

which meant I had to keep tidying my cabin up (and had to remember to remove the

chocolate from the pillow before going to sleep).

The welcome cocktail party turned out to be a welcome lecture from the ship’s hotel manager

(Cesario), the cruise manager (Roland), the captain and crew – dozens of people assembled

to welcome us from the captain through the catering staff to the maids.  106 passengers and

about half as many crew.  Most of the passengers (probably 90%) were from the US and had

started the holiday in Lisbon a couple of days earlier.  They had driven up that day in some

very hot coaches and were envious that we had had such an easy journey.  Much applause

from the Americans as the introductions were made.

(Note to Canadian readers – “Americans” refers (probably incorrectly) to people from the US.

“When I use a word,” Humpty Dumpty said, “it means just what I choose it to mean.”)

That evening’s meal was a grand affair comprising five or six courses.  The dining room in the

ship was unfortunately very noisy when full, due to the lack of soft surfaces – a problem for

those passengers with less than perfect hearing.  Not ideal since the evening meal is a big

feature of cruises in general and this one was no exception.

Monday 31 August

What a nice breakfast.  A buffet, so the dining room was never full as people came and went

at different times.  We were still moored in Vila Nova de Gaia on the opposite site of the

Douro from Porto itself.  Half of the passengers were lucky enough to have cabins overlooking

Porto’s very scenic waterfront.  We were on the other side and had the waterside restaurants

on the quay at Gaia as our view – but were better off later in the cruise with scenic views on

the upper river (we moored at a quay every night).

The holiday started with a bus tour of Porto.  Two very comfortable buses were with us all the

way.  Whenever we disembarked, there they were.  I guess the drivers slept on the buses.

After a tour of an hour or so, during which we visited the cathedral as a group, we were

dropped in the centre of town with a couple of hours free to explore.  The market on a

Monday wasn’t much to write home about but supplied some water (for which the boat

wanted several euros).  Then an amble through the railway station to see its famous azulejos

(hand-painted ceramic tiles) and a walk across the top deck of the famous Dom Luis I bridge,

formerly used by cars but now reserved for trams and pedestrians.  Looking down, we could
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see the ruins of abandoned houses now taken over by morning glory plants in full bloom.

Much of Porto, and indeed Portugal, is like this.  During Salazar’s rule (which didn’t end until

the mid-1970s, a few years after his death), many Portuguese emigrated and abandoned

their homes.  Porto is embarking on a grand project to restore many of them, although this

will cost considerably more than replacing them with modern housing.

Back to the ship for a buffet lunch and then a tour of the nearby Ferreira port warehouse.  By

law all port has to be aged in these warehouses in Gaia.  The story goes that the British

invented port.  France was out of bounds to wine merchants during the 17th century, so

Portuguese wine was imported instead.  It is said that someone added brandy to the wine, to

improve the taste and to preserve it on the voyage home.  The resulting wine proved to be

extremely popular and the British have been in Porto ever since.  (We British call it Oporto,

which means “the harbour”; the Portuguese simply call it Porto.)  Today one part brandy

(actually a spirit similar to brandy) is added to five parts of wine, once the alcohol level

reaches 7%.  Fermentation stops immediately, leaving the unfermented sugars that give port

its sweetness coupled with the high alcoholic content from the brandy.

In the warehouses, which cover the whole of the slopes of Gaia, small barrels contain tawny

port, which oxidises during the storage process (the barrels – interesting fact – are later

transported to Scotland for storage of whisky).  Huge vats contain ruby port, which retains its

reddish colour since it is not in contact with the air.  Late-bottled vintage port is made from

selected grapes of a single year, aged for about five years in barrels and then bottled.  It is

ready for immediate drinking when bottled.  Vintage port on the other hand is made from

grapes of a single vineyard in a single year, aged in barrels for two years and then in bottles

for 10 years or more.  It needs to be decanted.  Vintages are only rarely declared, and

different vineyards will declare vintages in different years depending upon the quality of the

harvest.

After the tour we had a quick tasting and a chance to buy the port, and a march back to the

ship, ready to set sail at 3.30 up the Douro.  The ship has side thrusters at the bow and

directable propellers at the stern, and is flat-bottomed so extremely manoeuvrable.

Departure is merely a question of moving sideways into the river and off we go.

The first stop is at the first of five huge locks that were built in the 1970s when the river was

tamed for navigation and hydro-electric schemes.  These are not the kind of locks you see on

English canals from the 1770s.  These are huge concrete coffins 300 feet long and 36 feet

wide (the ship is 33 feet wide so there is no room for error).  The change in water level in the

river is as much as 100 feet on some of the locks.  The photos show just how huge they are,

yet the ship rises visibly as if in a lift (elevator).  The whole process takes about 30 mins – 10

mins to squeeze into the lock, 10 mins to rise and 10 mins to squeeze out again.  The ships

are clearly built to fit the locks, even to the height of the ship.  Each lock has a road bridge

over the top, and the clearance between the top of the ship and the bridge is just a few feet.

In order to pass under the road bridge when the lock is full, the guard rails around the top of

the ship at the stern (slightly higher than the bow) have to be toppled over on their hinges –

and even the sun loungers are dropped to the horizontal.  All passengers have to leave the

sun deck – unlike in France, apparently, where in these circumstances we were told by fellow

passengers that you are allowed to lie on the top deck and feel the bridge scrape over the top

of you.

The scenery is gentle rolling hills at this stage, with plenty of villages and individual houses,

and the occasional huge concrete bridge taking a major road over the valley.  The bridges are

works of art as in France.

That evening we arrived at a little village called Bitetos where we moored for the night.  We

were taken by our buses on a winding road to a former monastery, now a hotel, at

Alpendurada where we enjoyed a meal in magnificent surroundings high above the river.

Then back to the buses and the ship.
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Tuesday 1 September

I haven’t mentioned the weather as with only two exceptions it was fine and sunny, often too

fine and sunny for me and I retreated to my air-conditioned cabin (but Mum loved the

contrast with cold and cloudy Leeds).  When it wasn’t fine and sunny (a few hours in Porto at

the start, and one morning on the river) it was cloudy and cool but the sun soon broke

through again.

We sailed up the river to the second dam, Carrapatelo, which is the highest on the river.  The

lower gate of the lock dropped down from above like a guillotine – indeed it would have had

the same effect on the ship had it been in the way.  For the first few dams, everyone was on

deck, but by the time of the return downstream the novelty had been lost and there were only

a few of us hard-core lock enthusiasts on deck.

We arrived at the small town of Regua at lunchtime and after lunch on board set out on our

buses to the Mateus Palace half an hour’s drive away.  Famously depicted on the bottles of

Mateus Rose wine, the 18th century Palacio de Mateus is one of Portugal’s finest examples of

baroque architecture, probably the work of Italian-born architect Nicolau Nasoni.  Behind the

palace is a delightful garden, with box hedges, statues and a spectacular cedar tunnel over

100 ft long.

While we were at the Mateus Palace, the ship moved to Pinhao (through the third dam) where

we rejoined it for dinner. Pinhao is a pretty village at the centre of the port wine region (the

Alto Douro Vinhateiro – a Unesco World Heritage site), and by now the scenery had changed

to steep hillsides of broken shale on which lines of vines stretched as far as you could see.

The shale is ideal for the vines as it keeps them warm at night and it stores water during the

driest times.  The vines are not watered except in certain permitted locations, and then only

until they are four years old.  After that, they have to fend for themselves.

Pinhao is a sleepy place, although apparently it bursts into life in autumn during the grape

harvest as pickers arrive from across Europe.  It has what is said to be the prettiest railway

station in Portugal.  We checked it out and photographed its azulejos dutifully.  Given that we

had visited only one other railway station – in Porto – which is the equivalent of London

Bridge or Fenchurch Street, we didn’t feel able to comment on whether it could be said to be

the prettiest in Portugal.

Back on ship, after dinner we had a folk music evening.  Fortunately our cabins were far

enough away from the lounge that we did not have to participate.

Wednesday 2 September

A great morning – a visit to Quinta do Seixo, the vineyard where the grapes are grown for

Sandeman port.  A fantastic tortuous bus ride up the hillside was followed by a guided tour of

the building in which the grapes were pressed – the only complaint was that the harvest did

not start until the following day.  More tasting and buying.

Back at the ship, while the second half of the group visited the quinta, we were shown the

bridge and the engine room.  The bridge was much as expected – except there were two

captains, one experienced in this river and the other learning about it.  The engine room was

also exactly as expected – very loud even when the ship was moored.  I have experienced

before a tour around a noisy engine room led by an engineer whose first language is not

English, and this was exactly the same.  Neither Mum nor I were any the wiser as to how

anything worked by the end of the visit – and glad to get back out into the open air.

The rest of the day was spent sailing to the border between Portugal and Spain, the end of

our journey some 200 kms from Porto.  We climbed through the fourth and fifth dams and

moored alongside the quay at Vega Terron in Spain itself – which seemed to consist only of

our quay, but there is probably a village nearby.  The captain’s dinner followed, which was –

to be honest – too long.  Too many courses, served too slowly.  Three hours from start to

finish.  It was all meant well but it didn’t quite work.
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I’ve just realised that I have failed to mention the various amusements laid on for us in the

lounge mid-afternoon on most days, to help to while away the time.  Rudimentary

Portuguese, olive oil and cheese tasting and so on.  It slipped my mind as I didn’t attend any

of them.

Thursday 3 September

An early breakfast because at 8.30 the buses set off to Salamanca in Spain.  It was a two–

hour bus ride but well worth it.  The city was founded in pre-Roman times.  The only remnant

of Roman occupation is the Puente Romano (Roman Bridge) although one suspects that most

if not all of the stones have been replaced by now.  The sandstone buildings are said to have

a golden glow, which has given the city the nickname La Ciudad Dorita (the Golden City).  The

Plaza Mayor (central square) can seat 20,000 people and is regarded as one of the finest

squares in Europe.  The Salamantinos are said to speak the purest form of Castillian Spanish

in Spain.

Salamanca is a fantastic city.  We enjoyed a couple of hours to explore on our own, followed

by a group lunch of paella (effortlessly served to 100 people simultaneously and accompanied

by a polished flamenco display), and then a guided tour of the 16th century “new” cathedral

and the thirteenth century university (at the time it was built, the only other universities in

Europe were apparently in Oxford, Paris and Bologna – although that isn’t exactly what

Wikipedia says).  Afterwards there was just time to explore the 12th century “old” cathedral,

now dwarfed by, and apparently propped up by, the “new” cathedral.  A long haul back to the

ship and then a splendid barbecue on deck, followed by dancing in the lounge (again easily

avoidable).  During our absence the ship had been moved across the river from Vega Terron

in Spain to Barca d’Alva in Portugal – within sight of one another.  No border controls as both

Portugal and Spain are in the Schengen area (that took a lot of explaining to the Americans,

as did the fact that the UK has not joined the euro.  Yes we are part of the EU (reluctantly)

but no we don’t use the euro).  A tiring but very enjoyable day.  The ship stayed moored at

Barca d’Alva overnight.  During the darkness, the bridge between Spain and Portugal was lit

up very tastefully, and for those who were up early enough in the morning we had the most

fantastic reflection of the bridge in the mirror-smooth river below.

Friday 4 September

A morning trip to Castelo Rodrigo, a walled mediaeval hill town about 40 minutes’ drive away.

This is one of Portugal’s 12 historic villages and is still inhabited.  During the middle ages

Jews, Arabs and Christians peacefully coexisted in the town.  The church dates back to the

twelfth century.  The palace dates back to the eleventh century but only ruins remain now.  It

was built by a Portuguese governor and friend of the Spanish king.  The townspeople torched

it when Portugal declared its independence in 1640, as revenge for the owner’s support for

Spain.

Back to the ship for lunch and then we set sail back to Porto, through the first two of the

dams and mooring in late afternoon at Pinhao once again (with the loveliest railway station in

Portugal – see above).  Then after a farewell cocktail party with the crew (one glass of cava

each while everyone who had greeted us on the first day now said farewell to us), we set out

on foot for the fifteen minute walk through the village to the splendid Vintage House Hotel.

There we had the best meal of the holiday, with extremely pleasant company.  With just over

100 passengers on board, it was possible to meet new friends at every meal as there were no

assigned tables.  With just two exceptions, I completely failed to keep any record of names

and addresses.  So very few fellow passengers will end up reading this account.

At the end of the meal, a bottle of 2000 (or so) vintage port was opened by the apparently

traditional method of heating the neck of the bottle over a candle until it cracked open.  Best

not to ask what happened to the pieces of glass.  We all paid a few euros for a glass and it

was good – but not noticeably better than anything we had tasted beforehand.  Perhaps our

palates had been affected by the wine during the meal, which flowed generously.  Wine at the

evening meals (and at the lunch in Salamanca) came with the holiday.  The odd beer or two
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on the boat in the early evening was horrendously expensive, but it had come a long way.  By

the time you bought a beer on the way back, it had already travelled all the way from Porto to

the Spanish border and back.

Saturday 5 September

But it was not over yet.  This morning the ship set sail very early from Pinhao to Regua, and

by 9 am we were setting off in our trusty buses to Lamego.  Portugal’s first parliament

(cortes) was convened in this small town in 1143 to confirm Afonso Henriques as Portugal’s

first king.  Today, the attraction is the Igreja de Nossa Senhora dos Remedios (the Church of

our Lady of Healing), one of the country’s most important pilgrimage sites.  This is linked to

the town below by an astonishing staircase of 686 steps resplendent with azulejos, urns,

fountains and statues.  There is a cathedral in the town as well, although little is left of the

12th century original except the base of its square belfry.  Mum enjoyed the excellent

museum.

Back to the boat for lunch and then the final leg back to Porto, through the last two dams.

Going down over a dam gives you a real idea of the drop, as you see the river snaking away

beneath you before you squeeze into the lock and the view is obscured by several tens of

thousands of tons of concrete that surrounds you – until the lower gate opens and the boat

pops out into the sunshine once again.  On arrival in late afternoon in Porto, to make full use

of the available time we sailed beyond the quay at Gaia for a mile or so, virtually to the point

where the Douro meets the Atlantic Ocean, before turning around and mooring for the last

time.  By now departure arrangements had been announced, and most of the Americans were

leaving at a very early hour – 4.30 am or 5.30 am – since they had to fly to Lisbon or Madrid

on their way back to the US.  We had a final evening meal on board but it was an early

evening for most people, and two-thirds of them had departed by breakfast the following day.

Sunday 6 September

We on the other hand were not flying until late afternoon, which gave us a whole morning in

Porto.  We were able to leave our luggage on the ship while we explored some of the sights,

including the funicular railway up from the quay to the city centre, a number of churches, a

historic tram now in full working order (the tram museum regrettably does not open on

Sunday morning), an exceedingly sad bird market and the Torre dos Clerigos, a tower built in

1750-60 with 225 steps and a splendid view over the city.  At noon we were then delivered in

one of the faithful buses to the very modern, stylish and (best of all) empty airport to await

our flight home.


